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Limitation of the DDC – information on related subjects in the same book is lost 
Navigation across subjects and disciplines is not 
possible in most Italian catalogues 
The idea of a browsing subject interface 
DDC may work as a virtual bridge between different local schemes and location (mapping) 
Input of subject headings in the bibliographic 
records by librarians is not possible The idea of a subject interface 
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‘Browse this shelf’ - retrieves all documents having a shelf mark that begins with the 
corresponding notation 
‘Browse the catalogue’ - retrieves all documents having the corresponding notation as 
their shelf mark or a subject metadata from the SBN national catalogue 
‘Expand in the catalogue’ - retrieves all documents in the previous options, and 
documents shelved or indexed by related classes, including both associated Dewey 
classes and equivalent classes in local schemes 
http://scigator.unipv.it/indexe.php  
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Scigator browsing functionalities 
end when the catalogue limits begin 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Eliminate the ‘Catalogue’ button when some class is from a local 
classification (SciGator explore only notations from the DDC) 
Collect statistic data on SciGator use  
Improve web interface through graphic design (more intuitive) 
Add a national catalogue browse button 
Develop the libraries SciGator network at the University of Pavia 
CONCLUSIONS 
SciGator is a very  
good mapping tool 
between DDC classes 
and their equivalents 
in local schemes 
Navigation across 
disciplines is possible 
SciGator allows 
subject research that 
is not possible in the 
local OPAC 
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